Honor Committee Meeting Minutes

October 6, 2013

I. Community Concerns

Two students from the UVA Minority Rights Coalition came to speak about the publicity push directed toward the non-minority community.

Andrew Shackett, a fourth year educator, relayed negative feedback from students regarding the required Honor module. These negative comments related to the time necessary to complete the module as well the mandatory nature of the module.

II. Officer Reports

Michelle Butler made an announcement regarding debt letters that had been sent out.

Brittany Wengel spoke about the upcoming Honor Awareness Week and reiterated earlier points concerning negative perceptions of Honor and the module. Honor educators gave the first FOA presentation to a fraternity earlier this week. There is an upcoming mock trial in the Architecture School.

Andi Chernau - there were two I-Panels in the last week. Exec presented a new means of using the online evidence system to the support officer pool.

Conor O’Boyle – there are two upcoming trials.

Evan Behrle – the Committee term has reached its halfway point.